
Pole Section Template

See waaronw.com/resist/signs for
instructions and a helpful video

Cut 2 or 3 for each pole depending
on desired length.

PoleCouplerTemplate

ChoosetheThickorThintemplate:

Thin:1/8"cardboard
(mostshippingboxes)

Thick:Over1/8"butlessthan1/4"
(heavydutycardboard)

Cut1or2foreachpoledepending
onnumberofmainsectionsused.
Couplersshouldbe8"-12"long.

↓↓ Fold Here and align with long edge of cardboard ↓↓
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↓↓FoldHereandalignwithlongedgeofcardboard↓↓
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↓↓FoldHereandalignwithlongedgeofcardboard↓↓

If your printer cut off the top line, just measure
approximately 1/2 - 3/4" above the score
line and cut there. This measurement

does not need to be exact.

↓↓ ↓↓

PRINT AT 100%, No Scaling



How to use the Sign Pole Template
See waaronw.com/resist/signs for the template file and a helpful video

Print the template at 100%
scale and fold as shown.

Align the fold with the long
edge of your cardboard and
mark the score and cut lines
at one end. The ribs of the cardboard

should run lengthwise

Slide the template down the
length of the cardboard,
repeating the marks several
times. Make sure your straight-
edge can reach between
each set of marks.

Draw full lines between the
guides using your straightedge.
(With practice, you can skip
this step and just score or cut
directly!)

Score all the lines except the
topmost cut line using a dull
butter knife or other tool that
will dent the cardboard but
not cut it. Cut the cardboard
on the cut line.

Fold on the scored lines toward
the score into a triangle as shown.
Be sure the short flap is inside the
triangle and glue in place. Tape
around the pole to hold in place
while the glue dries.

Repeat using the other side of
template to make a coupler to
connect multiple pole segments.
Use the lines for either thick or
thin cardboard. Fold the coupler
and glue and tape the same as
the main pole segments.
Make couplers at least 8" long.

Folding the parts this way allows the coupler
to fit snugly into the main pole segments. If
the coupler is very snug, insert the coupler
with the glue flaps offset as in (1) below. If
the coupler is loose, align flaps as in (2).
Glue in place for a strong, permanent

connection. Don't glue if you want to take
apart for transport.

✂

}

Fold all parts
with the short
flap inside

(1) For snug-fitting
couplers

Unless you have very large cardboard, you'll need to
make 2-3 main pole segments and 1-2 couplers for

each sign pole you need.

→ →

(2) For looser-fitting
couplers


